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We have observed a new 
boson with a mass of      

125.3 ± 0.6 GeV
at 4.9 sigma significance



Higgs-Boson demonstration

1. Origin of Mass

2. Completion of standard Model of Physics

3. Probable unification of four Forces of Nature









New Technology from CERN Laboratory 

1. Real time computation of enormous magnitude

2. Giant superconducting system along 27 km. underground
circular track

3. Unique way of data-sharing - World Wide Web

Steven Weinberg in The New York Times  



What is left to be known?

How Higgs-Boson 
is 

connected with 
Dark Matter and Dark Energy?



“The God Particle: 
if the Universe is the 

Answer,                         
What is the Question?”   

- Leon Lederman 
The question

we are raising & addressing 
in this presentation, 

how far
Consciousness, the ‘God’ of science, 

is away from God Particle? 



God Particle God of Science

Mass

Information

Mind

Life-Principle

Self

consciousness



We will attempt to draw              

A Big Picture
where

Higgs-Boson, Dark Matter, Dark Energy, 

Information, Life 
&

Visible Matter and Visible Energy

Find their respectable place



The methodology is based on

1. Intuition

2. Speculation

3. Constructive logic



The universe is not created from any
matter or energy.

We have to change our assumptions!

The universe is created out of
information signaled from the Essence
of the Multiversity!



Multiverse(s)

Universe

Universe

Universe





Both our beginning and end remain the 
Essence of the Multiversity.                  

‘Infinity’ is difficult to handle with intellect.

The Essence of the Multiversity is within 
finite realm.

We are not considering or talking of ‘Infinity’



Working Scale

Smallest object
at

Subatomic level
Universe

10100 Essence of 
the 

Multiversity







What is the Source 
of 

Dark Matter & Dark Energy?

Big Question?





Information

(Latin: Information)
(Noun)

(Greek: Informare)
(Verb)

IN
(Prefix)

(within/into)

FORM
(Root)
(forma)

ATION
(Suffix)

(into action or 
process)



Information

Mind

Form

Space

Energy

Mind

Time Neuron

Idea / 
Image

Information split: The basis of psychosomatic connection
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Information is the Source of 
both Time, Space!

&
Energy!



Information split

Information-based Energy Dark Matter

Space

TimeNature 
beyond 
Planck’s 
Scale

Matter-based Energy

(Non-atomic matter)

Atomic Matter
Nature 
within 
Planck’s 
Scale

(?)(?)
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Q.1 How non-atomic matter is converted into
Atomic matter?

Q.2 How dark energy is converted into white
energy?

What is the Missing Link?

Q.3 What stands in between nature outside
Planck’s scale and nature within Planck’s
scale?

Relevant Questions:



Dark Matter Dark Energy

25% 70%

Attracts the 
components  

of the universe

Pulls apart the 
components      

of  the universe



A balanced proportion of                  
dark energy and dark matter            

maintains the dynamically changing 
size of the universe.                         

Nature is visibly almost harassed
to maintain even the status quo.

This is an extremely strenuous job. 





Nature is visibly under strain!

How to manage random bombardment of information
and production of dark matter and dark energy! 

How to handle the cosmic tug of war? 

How to reconcile nature beyond Planck’s scale and 
nature within Planck’s scale?



1. Amino acids or Protein Molecules didn’t
offer any relief!

2. Naked RNAs could not do so!

3. Naked DNAs are found to be of no value either!

4. Virus too failed to rise to the occasion!

How to ease out this relentless
tiring Exercise?



Enclose the DNAs and form a ‘unit’ of Life,             
The ‘life-form’

Decision for an Enclosure:

‘Enclosure’ of        
Biomolecules as life



1. This was not an easy job either!

2. Where from the protein and lipid require to
form the boundary come?

3. Could these which are available in the
environment serve the purpose?

4. Does virus contribute to this formation?

5. How did it change from a simple molecular
partition to a complex membrane?

Astrophysicist, Cosmobiologist and Life Scientist 

Decision for an Enclosure:



The momentous phenomenon of
enclosure of DNAs as ‘life-form’,

(i) Did reverse the flow of information
within it, in contrast to what was
happening before enclosure

(ii) Made the information accessible!



Momentous transition

‘Enclosure’ of        
Biomolecules as life

Molecular ‘World’

Protein ‘World’

RNA ‘World’

DNA ‘World’

DNA

RNA

Protein

Key word: Inversion of axis when outside becoming in.



Location
Non-addressable 

Content 
Non-addressable

Context 
Non-addressable

Information

Momentous transition

‘Enclosure’ of        
Biomolecules as `life’

Information

Location 
addressable 

Content 
addressable

Context 
addressable



Information-based Energy Dark Matter

Life-form Life-form

Matter-based Energy Atomic Matter

Life-Principle

Higgs-Boson
?
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The result is what Leon Lederman 
stresses as Intangics: 

intangible made tangible.



“I have been looking for spontaneous generation for
twenty years without discovering it. No, I do not judge
it impossible. But what allows you to make it the
origin of life? You place matter before life and you
decide that matter has existed for all eternity. How do
you know that the incessant progress of science will
not compel scientists….to consider that life has
existed during eternity, and not matter? You pass
from matter to life because your intelligence of
today….cannot conceive things otherwise. How do
you know that in ten thousand years one will not
consider it more likely that matter has emerged from
life?” - Pasteur, L. (1857).

Mémoire sur la fermentation appelée lactique (Memoire
on lactic fermentation). Compt. Rend. 45, pp. 913–916.



Nature beyond Planck’s Scale

Nature within Planck’s Scale

Life form

Spiritual 
abstraction 

Scientific 
Rationale 

Life-form stands at the boundary of
nature beyond Planck’s scale and
nature within Planck’s scale.



Five Purposes of designing Life-forms

1. Information Management

2. Dark Matter and Dark Energy Economy

3. Conversion of dark energy into ‘white’
energy

4. Manifestation of nature outside Planck’s
scale into nature which is observable,
measurable and reproducible.

5. Resolution of conflicts between two sides
of nature



What does Dark Matter and Dark  Energy do 
inside a  Cell?



Probable role of Dark Matter in Cell Biology

1. Maintaining the conformity of DNA

2. Maintaining the conformity of
folded protein, enzymes etc.



Dark Energy generated within the cell
may exploit the property of ‘fluidity’ of
genes, may explain why the genes
jump and thus change the grammar of
the language of genes!

Probable role of Dark Energy in Cell Biology



Relevance in Neuroscience



Human brain is a miniature universe.

1011 stars make a galaxy. 1011galaxies
make our universe. In the human
brain there are 1011 neurons and ten
times of it are glial cells.

More than 90% of brain’s functions are
as obscure as the universe.





There is information bombardment on the 
cerebral cortex from outside, from above!



When the ‘self’ becomes aware of 

Supracortico-cortical interaction

It is pronounced as                                                
Supracortical Consciousness 



Cortical Being

Limbic Being

Brain-stem Being





Amritanandamayi Ma is 
blessing and 
kissing the head 
of Sh. L. K. Advani, Deputy 
Prime Minister of India
25th Sept.,2003



AN OCCASION WHEN RELIGION MEET SCIENCE

“Galileo saw nature as a book whose author is God” – Pope Benedict XVI



Wilder PenfieldConsciousness is not 
found inside the Brain!

“that there is no good 
evidence…that the brain alone 
can carry out the work that the 
mind does (and that it is easier 
to rationalize man’s being on 
the basis of two elements than 
on the basis of one)”

“To suppose that consciousness 
or the mind has localization is a 
failure to understand 
neurophysiology”

- The Mystery of the Mind





Inverted Neuraxis

Human tabernacle is 
like a Tree upside 
down 

- Upanishad
- Bhagavad Gita

(15/1)





From Gray’s Anatomy & Text book of Neuroanatomy



Three Foolish Adventures of Brain

1. Epilepsy

2. Hysteria

3. Permanent loss of Information from brain

Could not be fully explained without the 
knowledge  of Supracortico-Cortical and               
Cortico-Supracortical enterprise



Three Intelligent Functions of Brain

1. Nonsensory perception

2. Intuition

3. Revelation

Could not be accounted fully without the
knowledge of supracortico-cortical and cortico-
supracortical enterprise



Distinction from Mary Jibu
& Kunio Yasue

1. They consider ‘water dipole’
rather than dipoles on the
dendrites

2. They seek explanation of
every phenomena within
Planck’s scale of nature

3. They have not accepted 
anything as supracortical



What all do we need, therefore, in the
tangible domain to make supracortical
consciousness a science?
Perhaps only five!
They are:
Information,
Quantum fields,
Higgs-Boson,
Weak Force and
Electromagnetic Force.



Relevance of Dark Energy in 
Neuroscience



Information Split

‘Form’ Energy

Mind Neurons

‘Form’ in the Mind is 
processed as ̀ Idea’

© AKM(2005)



Information

Possible role of ‘Life’ and therefore of Glial cells in Mind-Body (Neuron) connection

Mind Mind

Form Energy

(Information-based)

Dark Energy

`Life-form
Glial filter

one neuron is supported and 

protected by 7-10 glial cells

Matter-based energy

Neuron.

Damaging?

© AKM(2012)



Where communication between
neurons is merely a signal transmission
and not transmission of information,
astrocytes are irrelevant. That is why
ganglion, a collection of nerve cells
outside the central nervous system has
no astrocytes.



Following deft conversion of dark
energy into rational energy by its
cellular mechanism the brain gets back
near to its original composure.





The Effect of Dark Energy within the Brain       



..
Local Science

Non local Science

Information

Consciousness

Energy Matter SpaceTime

Self Mind
Life 

principle 

© AKM(2009)



Indian Institute of Science (1909)                  
Where  Spirituality and Science Meet




